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My research goal is centered around advancing the frontier of machine learning (ML) and natural
language processing (NLP) to build next generation personalized intelligent agents. In particular, this
requires developing agents that can interact with humans through natural languages to figure out the
needs, conduct various tasks and provide explanations.

Background Over the last decades, ML research has been featured with developing isolated systems
to solve task-specific problems such as object detection, sentiment analysis and machine translation.
With the wide adoption of deep neural networks and growing scale of annotated datasets, many
systems are able to achieve close-to-human performances in their targeted domains. Nonetheless,
they are mostly trained via supervised learning to predict human-provided labels without knowing
how the labels are derived in human thoughts. In this sense, the systems themselves are running
only at the “perceptron” level: they can perceive input signals, predict the output labels by learning
feature mappings from the training data, but lack the mental process to understand the physical world
that the task is grounded on. As a result, they are limited as narrow experts in their strictly defined
input-output space, sensitive to domain shifts and hard to provide explanations to their output.

Recently, the outburst of NLP applications powered by large language models (LLMs) have demon-
strated great potentials towards understanding the world at the “cognition” level [33, 32]. Languages,
being the cornerstone of human intelligence, are a foundational tool to formulate and communicate
an extraordinarily broad range of thoughts including our abstract and general world knowledge, our
common believes and our approaches to reason about specific problems [6, 20]. There has also been a
strong belief that the structure of a language influences its speakers’ worldview or cognition, and thus
individuals’ languages determine or shape their perceptions of the world of human intelligence [12].
Therefore, LLMs trained on Internet-level language text are often considered to be equipped with
basic cognitive capabilities. They are able to follow human instructions, interact with various plug-ins
and provide justifications to their output, all of which through the form of natural languages [39].

Challenges Despite the promising achievements, existing applications are still far from being
reliable intelligent agents. Three noticeable challenges are (1) dominance of English language: the
overwhelmingly majority of Internet data is written in English, the resulting trained LLMs are thus
much better at English than other languages. This makes it hard for other language users to obtain the
same quality of service, which can aggregate the regional development imbalance; (2) lack of domain-
specific knowledge: Existing LLMs are good at commonsense knowledge but struggles at specialized
domains where highly professional knowledge is required. A lot of domain-specific knowledge is
stored in private databases and updated frequently, which makes it hard for the knowledge to be fully
absorbed by a static LLM; and (3) difficulty at providing interpretable and verifiable outputs: Though
LLMs are able to provide explanations for their output, these explanations are often inconsistent with
the actual generation process. It is also very hard to verify the correctness as the generated references
from LLMs are often inaccurate [10].

In the following section, I will first present my prior research experience and highlight how they could
help achieve my research goal (sections 1 to 4), then elaborate on the future directions to address the
above-mentioned three challenges (§5).



1 Latent-Variable Model

During my PhD, I devoted a lot of efforts in developing efficient optimization algorithms for latent-
variable models in text generation [11, 15]. Humans do not produce natural languages out of blue.
The mental process of language generation involves complicated interactions of multifarious factors,
obtaining annotations of all factors is extremely difficult, if not impossible. Latent-variable models
provide a powerful tool to build personalized intelligent agents by mimicking this mental process:
They specify a prior distribution from which latent factors are drawn, and a likelihood distribution
from which the actual text is sampled conditioned on the latent factors. The factors are latent and
automatically inferred during the model training process, so that no additional manual annotation is
required.

Improving Diversity and Consistency As the injection of latent variables brings additional
stochasticity, it can be naturally used to improve the diversity of model output. In [23], we integrate
Gaussian distributed latent variables into conversational dialogue generation, and infer them using
variational autoencoders. The resulting model can significantly improve the diversity of generated
responses without sacrificing other features. As the integration of latent variable makes the training
process unstable, we propose an optimization algorithm to stabilize the training, in which we
theoretically prove the superior upper bound of the proposed optimization algorithm [21, 24]. In a
follow-up work [22], we further show that latent variables can be used to enhance the consistency
with previous and next utterances in a dialogue flow, where we optmize an upper bound of mutual
information between dialogue utterances and continuous latent variables.

Improving Interpretability and Controllability Another advantage of latent-variable models
is that they allow easier interpretation to model output. We can also control the generation by
specifying values to these latent variables beforehand. In [28], we use latent variables to capture the
word alignment so that every generated word has explicit source attribution. In [25], we propose a
framework to enable controllable content selection in text generation problems. The trade-off between
controllability and generation quality can be adjusted through an approximation of conditional mutual
information. In [19], we define the segmentation and correspondence of model generations as latent
variables, and propose an efficient optimization algorithm by simplifying the generation process
as semi-markov models. The resulting model achieves close-to-zero error rates in two popular
benchmarks and provides fully interepretable output structures.

2 Low-Resource Training

The second thread of my work focuses on low-resource training [40, 26, 27], which aims to solve
NLP problems with limited amounts of human annotations. In reality, high-quality human annotations
are usually very costly to obtain. For certain domains, they are even infeasible due to legal issues
and lack of data or domain experts. This challenge is further exacerbated in training personalized
intelligent agents as they are expected to be involved in an open-ended set of tasks tailored for various
types of users. It is thereby very important to make the most of the limited human annotations.

Data Augmentation There are two general ways of data augmentation in NLP tasks: (1) Given
a labeled input utterance, augment the data by generating more utterances with the same label;
and (2) Given an unlabeled input, augment the data by generating a pseudo label for it. For the
first, we conduct extensive empirical experiments to compare both word-level and sentence-level
transformations. We find that the effectiveness of different data augmentation schemes depends on
the nature of the dataset under consideration [36, 37, 5]. Based on it, we develop EasyAug, a data
augmentation platform that provides popular choices of augmentation approaches for practitioners to
easity compare [13]. For the second, we propose MSR, a meta-learning-based training framework
that adaptively transforms weak pseudo labels into stronger, informative labels. It has achieved
state-of-the-art performances across 8 diverse set of NLP tasks [41]. In a follow-up work, we further
investigated existing weakly supervised learning methods and show their claimed advantages are
significantly overestimated, which has won the best theme paper award in ACL 2023 [42].

Active Learning Data augmentation augments data based on existing annotations, while active
learning actively selects most informative samples to be annotated that can lead to biggest performance
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improvement. In [2], we present DART: a lightweight quality-suggestive annotation tool that selects
samples based on the bidirectional reconstruction loss, which we show can significantly reduce the
annotation cost in order to achieve the same performance. The tool has won the best demo paper
award at COLING 2020. In [4], we further propose a clustering based method to suggest initial
data points for annotation before the active learning stage, which can reduce the number of required
annotations by half. We also organized a challenge to search for optimal active learning strategies in
natural language generation [3].

3 Commercial Intelligent Agents

The third thread of my work lies in developing commercially usable intelligent agent systems.
Different from laboratory environments, real user traffic is of a much wider scope and contains noise
from different levels. The problem setup and development process are also dynamic, require active
refinement, collaborations from multiple parties and a more comprehensive view of the whole system.
Productionizing experience in the industry is crucial for future work if the goal is to build usable
intelligent agents in real user scenarios.

Chitchat Conversational Agent for Wechat Starting from late 2018, I started collaborating with
the wechat AI team on developing chitchat conversational agents. To address the frequently occurred
coreference and information omission in multi-turn daily chats, we proposed a novel utterance
rewriting technique to converse multi-turn dialogue flows into single-turn queries, and demonstrated
improvements in online A/B tests [30]. We also proposed the first technique that allows utilizing
non-conversational text to diversity dialogues [31]. Built upon these, we developed the state-of-the-art
Chinese chatbot in the movie domain which could converse with humans for over 10 turns [29]. To
prevent online user adversaries, we further pre-trained a robust language model specific, which can
help significantly reduce performance drop under noisy user inputs [32].

Product Question Answering for Alexa Shopping In September 2020, I joined Amazon Alexa
AI to work on product question answering. Unlike chitchat conversational agents, product question
answering cares more about accuracy of information seeking than entertainment. We started from
developing a simple prototype system involving only semi-structured information on simulated user
questions [18], then expanded to heterogeneous information on realistic user questions [17]. Starting
from the second year, the system has contributed to the most query success rates and replaced the old
ensemble-based systems. We pre-trained our system on billions of internal question-answer pairs
with weak supervision [27], and generalized it to 12 non-English languages [16]. The system has
been the main answer provider in Amazon serving hundreds of millions of users.

4 Applications in Other Domains

Finally, I also spent time developing applications in other domains. For example, in [1], we applied
graphical inference with loopy propagation to study large-scale erosion of genomic privacy over time.
I was the main contributor to implement the whole system and run all experiments. As the main
student supervisor, in [34, 35], we proposed a novel structured attention to integrate abstract-syntax
tree in source code summarization. To enable efficient computation, we further implemented a novel
gather with decomposed coordinate format to reduce the computational complexity from quadratic to
linear. In the legal domain, We maintained state-of-the-art fact-article mathing and legal judgement
prediction model in the legal domain [8, 9, 7]. We also continued to pre-train a large language model
on tens of millions of question-answer pairs to support real-time consultation in Chinese laws 1.

Getting exposed to and being experienced with various domains help establish a broader view in
model development. This is important in developing personalized intelligent agents as it requires
knowledge from multiple domains. These experiences will also help me efficiently talk to domain
experts, understand a domain and propose domain-specific solutions in the future.

1https://github.com/davidpig/lychee_law
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5 Future Directions

My prior research has laid out a good foundation to build the next generation personalized intelligent
agent that can think, reason and talk in a human-like way. The recent rapid development of LLMs
have shown that the model performance can be steadily improved as the growing model and data
size. Moving forward, my mission to explore to which extend LLMs can lead us towards the goal
and how my expertise could help reduce the gap. With this in mind, I plan on pushing forward in the
following research areas:

Cross-lingual generalization The imbalanced distribution of language resources online makes
it very inefficient to re-train intelligent agents from scratch for every new language [38]. Even for
the same language, there exists different locales and dialects which evolve over time, which makes
cross-lingual generalization a crucial task. Previously I have supervised a student project that shows
the model weights trained on English carry useful information on other languages as well, even when
we directly plug them it with vocabularies from new languages [14]. In a collaborative project with
Masakhane nlp, we have similar observations on African languages that have never been seen during
the pre-training stage of existing language models. These indicate great potentials in speeding up the
generalization to new languages with existing pre-trained English-centric models. Concrete further
steps are (1) repeating our current experiments on LLMs and identify the minimal required corpus
to enable successful transfer. This is related to my previous research on low-resource training (data
selection in active learning especially); (2) exploring word and grammar alignment in LLM. They
have been frequently done in smaller LMs but never in LLMs yet. I am currently leading a project
with a PhD student from Saarland university in doing so.

From general to domain expert Existing pre-trained LLMs are general intelligent agents that are
remarkably good at tasks requiring basic knowledge, but are far from good domain experts. In a
recent legal assistant project in Nanjing University, we find that ChatGPT often hallucinates wrong
law articles, news events, and make wrong judgement predictions, even though the answers look
plausible themselves. They also tend to provide general, shallow suggestions that are hardly usable in
real-life legal consultancy. We have been working to collect high-quality legal-domain corpus to train
a domain expert in Chinese laws. The currently released model only supports question-answering
tasks, but we are working to support more diverse interactive instructions. I am also leading a project
exploring whether we can use structurally organized textbooks to more efficiently adapt LLMs from
general do domain experts. Intuitively humans learn new domain knowledge with well-designed
textbooks from basic to advanced concepts. LLMs might also be able to mimic this learning process
of humans. If LLMs can learn in a similar way as humans, it would become much easier since
small structured textbooks are easier to obtain and more efficient to utilize than huge unstructured
domain-specific corpus. Ideally we should come up with a systematic way to sequentially adapt
LLMs to (1) memorize domain-specific concepts; (2) understand these concepts; and (3) apply them
to concrete tasks.

Provide interpretable and verifiable output To develop usable and trustful intelligent agents,
it is necessary that their output is interpretable and verifiable. There are generally two paths to
achieve this. The first path adopts pri-explain, where the model explicitly follows a series of steps to
come to the final answer instead of directly decodes word by word. The intermediate steps can be
thought process, tool calling, web search, etc, which can be used to interpret and verify the model
output. This is very relevant with my research experience in latent-variable models, where these
intermediate steps are inferred as latent variables. The risk of this path is that it is very hard to make
all decision steps explicit and the inference will be significantly slowed down. As the human mental
process naturally contains complex procedures hard to be expressed by natural languages, we might
need to design more expressive symbols to represent the decision steps. The second path adopts
post-explanation, where the model generates explanations for its output after the output has been
generated. Its advantage would be that the original generating process will not be affected so that
the inference latency will stay the same. However, the accuracy of post-explanation is also lower.
As the output generation and explanation generation are two separate steps, there is no guarantee
that the generated explanation coincides with the output generation process. The future research
would very likely need to combine both paths as a trade-off. It would also be super interesting to
connect it with neural science as there have been studies showing that human brains think in a similar
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way: the “conscious” thinking is doing pri-explanation and the “sub-conscious” thinking is doing
post-explanation. Developing AI might also help us understand humans better.

In conclusion, these future directions are both challenging and exciting, and I believe that the work
along these directions will take us a significant step closer to the next generation personalized
intelligent agents that can be reliably used in our daily lives.
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